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Abstract
Researchers have debated whether there is a relationship between a statement’s truth-
value and whether it counts as a lie. One view is that a statement being objectively
false is essential to whether it counts as a lie; the opposing view is that a statement’s
objective truth-value is inessential to whether it counts as a lie. We report five behav-
ioral experiments that use a novel range of behavioral measures to address this issue.
In each case, we found evidence of a relationship. A statement’s truth-value affects
how quickly people judge whether it is a lie (Experiment 1).When people consider the
matter carefully and are told that they might need to justify their answer, they are more
likely to categorize a statement as a lie when it is false than when it is true (Experiment
2). When given options that inhibit perspective-taking, people tend to not categorize
deceptively motivated statements as lies when they are true, even though they still
categorize them as lies when they are false (Experiment 3). Categorizing a speaker as
“lying” leads people to strongly infer that the speaker’s statement is false (Experiment
4). People are more likely to spontaneously categorize a statement as a lie when it is
false than when it is true (Experiment 5). We discuss four different interpretations of
relevant findings to date. At present, the best supported interpretation might be that the
ordinary lying concept is a prototype concept, with falsity being a centrally important
element of the prototypical lie.
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1 Introduction

Lying is an important social category and has long been studied by moral philosophers
and social scientists. One question concerns the moral evaluation of lying, such as
whether lying is ever justified (e.g. Augustine 395; Lindskold andHan 1986). Another,
seemingly prior question concerns whether a lie has even occurred (for an extensive
review, see Mahon 2015). In other words, what counts as a lie? With respect to this
question, a popular view among researchers is that a lie is a dishonest assertion (i.e.
a statement believed to be false and intended to deceive). On this view, you lie if you
say something that you think is false in order to deceive your audience, regardless of
whether your statement is actually false. In other words, the objective truth-value of
a deceptively motivated statement is irrelevant to whether it counts as a lie (e.g. Vrij
2008; Fallis 2009).

Contrary to that view, some researchers argue that a lie must be false. Three con-
siderations help clarify the motivation for this. First, suppose we are told that a certain
speaker lied to his audience about Smith’s location and, moreover, that the audience
believed the speaker’s lie. It seems to follow without qualification that the audience
has a false belief about Smith’s location. But if lies could be true, then that would not
follow without qualification. Second, if you are accused of lying, showing that your
statement was true seems to definitively refute the accusation (Carson 2006, p. 284).
But if lies could be true, then the refutation would not be definitive. Third, since
ancient times, people have noticed that statements such as “I am lying right now” are
extremely puzzling, partly because although it is possibly true that one is lying right
now, one could not truthfully say that one was doing so. This is known as “the liar
paradox” (for a review, see Beall and Glanzberg 2011). But if lies could be true, then
there would be no paradox: one could truthfully report that one was currently lying.
All of this suggests that there is a conceptual connection between lying and falsity.

In this paper, we investigate whether patterns in ordinary social judgments support
a conceptual connection between lying and falsity. Some work on ordinary lie attri-
butions suggests that, contrary to what we suggested in the previous paragraph, there
might be no connection. For instance, one study found that nearly 80% of partici-
pants judged a dishonestly motivated true statement to be a lie, whereas only 10% of
participants judged an honestly motivated false statement to be a lie (Turri and Turri
2015, Experiment 1). Other work suggests that there is a weak connection. One study
found that participants were slightly more likely to classify a false statement as a lie,
but this was the least important of several factors affecting lie attributions (Coleman
and Kay 1981). Similar results have been observed in studies on Arabic and Spanish
speakers (Cole 1996; Hardin 2010). Yet other work suggests that there might be a very
strong connection. For example, in one study, a statement’s objective truth-value was
the most important factor affecting lie attributions (Strichartz and Burton 1990).1 In
another study that used stimuli designed to disentangle perspective-taking and moral

1 We regret overlooking Strichartz and Burton’s important study in our earlier literature review. We now
regard their paper (Strichartz and Burton 1990) as the first study to explicitly consider and provide strong
evidence for the hypothesis that objective truth-value is central to the ordinary lying concept.
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evaluation from lie attributions, a deceptively motivated false statement was judged
a lie by 90% of participants, but a deceptively motivated true statement was judged
a lie by only 10% of participants (Turri and Turri 2015, Experiment 3). For instance,
consider a speaker who intends to deceive the authorities and says something he thinks
is false but which, for reasons beyond his awareness, turns out to be true. Did he lie?
If the only options are “yes” or “no,” then some people who think that he did not lie
might still answer “yes” as a way of acknowledging that it seemed to him that he lied,
or that he tried to lie, or, relatedly, as a way of blaming him for his deceptive intent.
In other words, the response options might force some participants to choose between
performing a simple categorization task, on the one hand, and acknowledging the
speaker’s perspective or offering a moral assessment, on the other. By contrast, if the
options were “he tried to lie and did lie” or “he tried to lie but didn’t lie,” then partic-
ipants would not face such a choice, because each option acknowledges the speaker’s
perspective and calls attention to the morally problematic deceptive intent.

Contrary to all of those findings, other researchers, inspired by philosophical prag-
matics, argue that some stimuli or procedures used in prior research pressured people
into treating the statement’s objective truth-value as relevant (Wiegmann et al. 2016).
For instance, some argue that it is “unnatural” to suggest that lie attributions could be
disentangled from perspective-taking, or that someone could try to lie but fail to do
so. Perhaps people would never spontaneously distinguish between someone trying to
lie, on the one hand, and actually lying, on the other. If so, then when presented with
the options “he tried to lie and did lie” or “he tried to lie but didn’t,” participants might
become confused or consult information that they ordinarily would not, such as the
statement’s objective truth-value. These researchers ran additional studies to support
their hypothesis and concluded that objective falsity is not part of the ordinary concept
of lying (Wiegmann et al. 2016).

In light of the conflicting results reviewed above, further work is needed to fully
understand the potential role of truth-value in the ordinary concept of lying and lie
attributions. Equally importantly, it is worth seeking additional evidence to help eval-
uate several competing theoretical accounts of the available evidence. One possibility,
arguably the most popular in the literature, is that the ordinary lying concept is a pro-
totype concept (Coleman and Kay 1981; Cole 1996; Hardin 2010). On this account,
objective falsity need not be, strictly speaking, required for lying, because prototypes
can be characterized by central tendencies rather than necessary (or sufficient) condi-
tions. Nevertheless, objective falsity is essential to the ordinary lying concept because
the prototypical lie is false. In this respect, objective falsity could be to lying as flight
is to birds: flight is essential to our concept of bird but it is not strictly necessary,
as demonstrated by the fact that we count penguins and ostriches as birds. A second
possibility is that the ordinary lying concept does require objective falsity, but this is
sometimes obscured by factors interfering with people’s performance on lie attribu-
tions, such as perspective-taking, moral evaluation, or other forms of task substitution
(Turri and Turri 2015). On this account, objective falsity is essential to the ordinary
lying concept because it is a requirement. A third possibility is that objective falsity
is inessential to the ordinary lying concept, but this is sometimes obscured by factors
interfering with people’s performance, such as task demand or pragmatic reinterpre-
tation (Wiegmann et al. 2016). A fourth possibility is that there are multiple ordinary
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lying concepts, that falsity is essential to some but not others, and that perhaps none
of the existing findings are due to interference with people’s performance (Turri and
Turri 2015; Peterson et al. 1983; Machery 2009, pp. 34–35).

Accordingly, we conducted five new experiments to advance understanding of these
important issues byusing awider variety of tasks anddependentmeasures than featured
in previous research. We tested for a relationship between lying and truth-value in five
different ways. In Experiment 1 we tested whether truth-value affects how quickly
participants judge whether a statement is a lie. In Experiment 2 we tested whether
truth-value affects whether participants attribute a lie when they consider the matter
slowly and are asked to justify their answer. Some participants’ free-form justifications
suggested that perspective-taking was artificially inflating the rate of lie attribution.
So in Experiment 3 we tested whether participants categorize deceptively motivated
true statements as lies when they are given options that inhibit perspective-taking. In
Experiment 4 we tested whether describing a speaker as “lying” leads participants to
infer that the speaker’s statement is false. Finally, in Experiment 5 we tested whether
truth-value affects how frequently participants spontaneously attribute lies. In the
General Discussion, in light of the findings, we evaluate the four broad theoretical
possibilities identified above.

2 Experiment 1

This experiment investigates whether a deceptively motivated statement’s truth-value
affects how quickly people judge whether it is a lie. If a statement’s truth-value is
conceptually related to whether it counts as a lie, then we would expect reaction-times
to be faster when deciding whether a false statement is a lie.

2.1 Method

2.1.1 Participants

Fifty-three participants were recruited and tested online using Amazon Mechanical
Turk and Qualtrics and compensated $4.00 for approximately 18 min of their time.
Fifty-one participants completed the experiment (aged 18–61, mean age�34 years,
SD�10.8; 14 female; 90% reporting English as a native language). The same basic
recruitment procedures were used in all experiments reported here. Repeat participa-
tion was prevented (by AMT Worker ID) within and across experiments.

2.1.2 Materials and procedure

Participants first completed a lexical decision task to familiarize them with giving
speeded responses (See the supplemental file for further information on the lexical
decision task and analyses). Participants then performed a narrative evaluation task.
This task beganwith 6warmup trials (order randomized), followed by 16 experimental
and 15 filler trials (order randomized). A trial started with participants reading a brief
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text about a situation. After participants read and understood the text, they pressed
the spacebar to proceed. The next screen contained a partial sentence (horizontally
centered) missing its final word, which remained on the screen for 3000 ms. Next a
fixation cross (horizontally centered) appeared for 1500 ms, followed immediately by
a word (horizontally centered) that completed the sentence. The task was to decide
(“as quickly as you can”) whether the completed sentence accurately described the
situation. Participants pressed the f-key to answer “no” and the j-key to answer “yes.”
A trial timed-out after 5 s. The next trial started immediately after the participant
responded or the trial timed-out.

The experimental trials took the form of a 2 (Truth Value: false, true)×2 (Qual-
ity: negative, positive) within-subjects design. The Truth Value factor manipulated
whether the agent in the story said something false or true. The test sentence that par-
ticipants evaluated on experimental trials always pertained to whether the agent lied.
The Quality factor manipulated whether the sentence was negative (the agent “didn’t
lie”) or positive (the agent “did lie”). If the test statement was negative, answering
“no” was scored as a lie attribution, whereas if it was positive, answering “yes” was
scored as a lie attribution.

Here is an example illustrating all four treatments for a single scenario (coffee
break):

(Text) Samantha’s co-worker Allen recently started taking an extra coffee break
in the morning. Onemorning the boss visits Samantha’s unit and asks, “Where is
Allen?” Samantha thinks that Allen is taking an extra coffee break, so she says,
“He’s meeting a client.” In fact, Allen is [out on a coffee break/meeting a client].
So what Samantha said was [false/true]. (Test sentence) Samantha [lied/didn’t
lie].

Participants completed all four treatments for four separate scenarios (=16 exper-
imental trials). A supplemental file includes all stimuli used in this experiment. Here
is an example of a filler trial:

A pedestrian accidentally drops her phone on the sidewalk in front of a bakery.
Later that same day, some children run by, step on the phone, and crack it. (Probe)
The phone was broken by the [children/pedestrian/baker]

2.2 Results

We removed data from four participants who seem to have either answered randomly
or reversed the response keys. These participants scored 0% correct on high-frequency
word trials whereas, overall, average accuracy on high-frequency trials was 88%; these
participants also attributed a lie on 0% of false positive trials whereas, overall, a lie
was attributed on 89% of such trials. We did not remove any other responses. Thus
the analyses reported below included 47 participants.

For each participant, we calculated (i) the average (mean) rate of lie attribution
in the four cells of the experimental design and (ii) the average (mean) reaction-
time (RT) in the four cells. We then analyzed average rates of lie attribution and
RT from the experimental trials with 2×2 repeated measures analyses of variance.
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Fig. 1 Experiment 1. a mean rate of lie attribution in the two truth-value conditions (false, true). b mean
reaction time for lie attributions in the two conditions

Each analysis used Truth Value (false, true) and Quality (negative, positive) as within-
subjects factors.

Beginning with average lie attribution, there was a very large main effect of Truth
Value, F(1, 46)�33.26, p < .001, η2

p � .420, no effect of Quality, F(1, 46)� .44, p �
.510, n.s., η2

p � .009, and no interaction, F(1, 46)� .02, p � .895, n.s., η2
p < .001 (See

Fig. 1). Lie attribution was significantly higher when the agent made a false statement
(90%) than when the agent made a true statement (59%). Moving on to average RTs,
there was a main effect of Truth Value, F(1, 46)�9.59, p � .003, η2

p � .172, a main

effect of Quality, F(1, 46)�6.27, p � .016, η2
p � .120, and no interaction, F(1, 46)�

1.93, p � .172, n.s., η2
p � .040. Average RT was significantly slower when the claim

was negative (1493 ms) than when it was positive (1296 ms). Similarly, average RT
was significantly slower when the agent made a true statement (1498 ms) than when
the agent made a false statement (1292 ms).

2.3 Discussion

The results from this experiment provide evidence that a statement’s truth value is
conceptually related to whether it counts as a lie. This conclusion is supported in two
ways. First, it is supported by the rate at which people attributed lies. People were
more likely to attribute a lie when the agent made a false statement than when the
agent made a true statement. This difference was not only statistically significant but
also large. Second, it is supported by the time it took people to judge whether an agent
lied. People were significantly faster to make a judgment when the agent made a false
statement than when the agent made a true statement.

Two issues might be raised about the finding that people are significantly less likely
to attribute a lie when the agent’s statement is true. On the one hand, perhaps the
fact that people were under time-pressure caused them to make more mistakes. On
the other hand, perhaps the fact that we explicitly described the statement as “true”
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or “false” pressured people into basing their answer on that information, which they
would not do otherwise. The next experiment addresses both of these issues.

3 Experiment 2

In Experiment 1, we encouraged people to evaluate lie attributions as fast as they could.
In this experiment, we encouraged people to take much longer and reflect carefully
before judging whether someone lied. Participants also explained their answers. We
refrained from explicitly describing an agent’s statement as “true” or “false” in the
scenario. If a statement’s truth-value is conceptually related to whether it counts as a
lie, then we would expect people to be more likely to attribute a lie when the agent
makes a false statement rather than a true one.

3.1 Method

3.1.1 Participants

One hundred twenty-five participants (aged 18–72, mean age�34 years, SD�11.1;
39 female; 94% reporting English as a native language) were tested and compensated
$.75 for approximately 3 min of their time.

3.1.2 Materials and procedure

Participants were randomly assigned to read one of four scenarios in a 2 (Scenario:
break, pool)×2 (Truth Value: false, true) between-subjects design, after which they
judged whether an agent lied and explained their answer. We used the break and pool
scenarios from Experiment 1; the only difference was that we eliminated the final
sentence indicating that the agent’s statement was “true” or “false.” Here is the text
for the pool scenario:

(Pool) Karen’s neighbor Anthony just got back from vacation. Anthony asks
Karen, “Did your children swim in my pool while I was gone?” Karen thinks
that her children did swim in his pool, so she says, “No, they did not swim in
your pool.” In fact, they [did/did not] swim in the pool.

Right below the scenario were these instructions:

Instructions: On the next page of the survey, you will be asked a question about
the scenario described above. When the question is revealed to you, please take
at least thirty seconds to carefully formulate your answer. (You can take longer
than thirty seconds, if you wish.) After thirty seconds, you’ll be able to advance
and submit your answer. After you submit your answer, you might be asked to
justify the answer you gave.

Participants then advanced to a new screen. The scenario remained atop the screen
and below it was a question. Here is the question for the pool scenario:
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Table 1 Experiment 2. Logistic regression predicting lie attribution

B SE Wald m p Odds ratio Odds ratio 95% CI

LLCI ULCI

Scenario .38 .52 .53 1 .466 1.46 .53 4.02

Truth Value 2.58 .82 9.93 1 .002 13.13 2.65 65.08

Scenario×Truth
Value

− .41 1.16 .13 1 .722 .66 .07 6.38

Constant .13 .37 .13 1 .715 1.14

χ2(3, n�125)�24.18, p < .001. Reference class for Scenario: pool. Reference class for Truth Value: true

Question: In the scenario described above, did Karen lie?

Participants were unable to advance past this screen for at least thirty seconds; the
advance button appeared only after thirty seconds, at which point participants could
click it when they chose to. The next screen included the story atop and a lie attribution
below it:

Did Karen lie? [Yes/No]

Response options to the lie attribution were rotated randomly. Participants then
advanced to a new screen that included a single question,

Why did you choose that answer?

and a text box beneath.

3.2 Results

Analysis of variance revealed that the time participants spent reflecting on the sce-
nario and question (“reflection time”) was unaffected by Scenario, F(1, 121)�2.55,
p � .113, n.s., Truth Value, F(1, 121)� .37, p � .546, n.s., or their interaction, F(1,
121)< .01, p� .933, n.s. Mean reflection time was 37 s (SD�9.85) and reflection time
ranged from 31 to 95 s.

We conducted a binary logistic regression to determine whether lie attributions
were predicted by Scenario, Truth Value, or their interaction (See Table 1). Only Truth
Value significantly predicted lie attributions: 58% of participants attributed a lie in true
conditions compared to 94% in false conditions (See Fig. 2). Changing the agent’s
statement from true to false increased the odds of a lie attribution by a factor of 13.13.
The rate of lie attribution did not differ from what was observed in Experiment 1
for either the false conditions, binomial test, p � .464 (test value� .90), or the true
conditions, binomial test, p � .978 (test value� .59).
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Fig. 2 Experiment 2. The percent
of participants attributing a lie in
the two truth-value conditions
(false, true). Results collapse
across scenario

3.3 Discussion

The results from this experiment provide further evidence that a statement’s truth value
is conceptually related to whether it counts as a lie. On a task that encouraged careful
consideration of the matter, people were more likely to attribute a lie when the agent
made a false statement than when the agent made a true statement. This difference
was not only statistically significant but also large: changing an agent’s deceptively
motivated statement from true to false increased the odds of a lie attribution by a factor
of 13.

We did not formally code and analyze participants’ explanations for their responses,
but since they help motivate our approach to subsequent experiments, we will briefly
mention a few examples and relate them to feedback received by other researchers.
Some of our participants indicated that lying requires saying something false. For
instance, one participant denied that a deceptively motivated true statement was a lie
because, “technically, what she [i.e. the speaker] said was true.” Others distinguished
thinking that one is lying from actually lying. For instance, one participant wrote,
“She believed she was lying, but she was in fact telling the truth.” Other participants
indicated that their lie attributions were based on perspective-taking, based on attribut-
ing deceptive intent, or not a characterization of the agent’s literal statement to her
interlocutor. For instance, some participants called a true statement a “lie” because the
speaker “intended to lie,” “lied to herself,” or “lied about knowing.” These examples
cohere with feedback received by previous researchers during debriefing. For instance,
one of Strichartz and Burton’s participants remarked, “I could have answered some
of those stories the other way. I wasn’t sure whether to answer in terms of what really
happened, or what [the speaker] believed” (Strichartz and Burton 1990, p. 217). The
next experiment builds on participants’ explanations to investigate whether the rate of
lie attribution for true statements is inflated due to perspective-taking.
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4 Experiment 3

In Experiment 2, when asked to explain their judgments, many participants cited an
appearance/reality distinction for lying or the speaker’s perspective on the situation.
Following our participants’ lead, in this experiment we tested the effect of response
options that respect the appearance/reality distinction and disentangle the agent’s per-
spective from what actually occurs. More specifically, we compared the rate of lie
attribution when the choice was between answering that the agent “lied” or “did not
lie” (plain options), or between answering that the agent “thinks she lied and actually
did lie” or “thinks she lied but actually did not lie” (contrast options). If the rate of
lie attribution in earlier experiments was inflated due to perspective-taking, then we
should expect the contrast options to lower the rate of lie attribution.

4.1 Method

4.1.1 Participants

One hundred sixty-nine participants (aged 21–68, mean age�35 years, SD�11.2;
64 female; 95% reporting English as a native language) were tested and compensated
$.50 for approximately 2 min of their time.

4.1.2 Materials and procedure

Participants were randomly assigned to read one of four scenarios in a 2 (Option:
plain, contrast)×2 (Truth Value: false, true) between-subjects design, after which
they judged whether the agent lied and explained their answer. We used the pool
scenarios from Experiment 2. The Option factor manipulated whether the answer
options were “Karen lied” and “Karen didn’t lie” (plain) or “Karen thinks she lied and
did actually lie” and “Karen thinks she lied but did not actually lie” (contrast). The
contrast options allow for an appearance/reality distinction. In particular, they allow
for a contrast between the agent’s perspective and reality. The Truth Value factor
manipulated whether Karen’s statement was false or true. After reading the story,
participants were asked, “Which option better describes the case?” and presented with
one of the response-option pairs described above (order rotated randomly). Participants
then advanced to a new screen and were asked to explain their answer in the same way
as in Experiment 2.

4.2 Results

Binary logistic regression revealed that lie attribution was significantly predicted by
Option, by Truth Value, but not by their interaction (See Table 2 and Fig. 3). Changing
the response options from contrast to plain increased the odds of a lie attribution by a
factor of 5.64. Changing the agent’s statement from true to false increased the odds of
a lie attribution by a factor of 56.36. Follow-up pairwise comparisons using Fisher’s
exact test revealed that the rate of lie attribution did not differ between the plain false
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Table 2 Experiment 3. Logistic regression predicting lie attribution

B SE Wald df p Odds ratio Odds ratio 95% CI

LLCI ULCI

Option 1.73 .48 12.98 1 < .001 5.64 2.20 14.44

Truth Value 4.03 .81 25.08 1 < .001 56.36 11.63 273.08

Option×Truth
Value

−1.71 1.13 2.27 1 .132 .18 .02 1.67

Constant −1.04 .35 8.72 1 .003 .36

χ2(3, n�169)�69.48, p < .001. Reference class for Option: contrast. Reference class for Truth Value: true

Fig. 3 Experiment 3. Rate of lie
attribution in the four conditions

(95%) and contrast false (95%) conditions, p �1, n.s.; it was significantly higher in
the plain true condition (67%) than in the contrast true condition (26%), p < .001,
Cramer’s V� .406; it was significantly higher in the plain false condition than in the
plain true condition, p < .001, Cramer’s V� .367; and it was significantly higher in
the contrast false condition than in the contrast true condition, p < .001, Cramer’s V�
.707. The rate of lie attribution significantly exceeded chance rates (=50%) in the plain
false condition, χ2(1, n�43)�35.37, p < .001, in the contrast false condition, χ2(1,
n�42)�34.38, p < .001, and in the plain true condition, χ2(1, n�42)�4.67, p �
.031, but it was significantly below chance rates in the contrast true condition, χ2(1,
n�42)�9.52, p � .002.

4.3 Discussion

The results from this experiment provide evidence that the rate of lie attribution for
true statements was inflated due to perspective-taking in earlier experiments, which
in turn provides further evidence that a statement’s truth-value is conceptually related
to whether it counts as a lie. The rate of lie attribution was much lower when partic-
ipants chose between response options that allowed them to distinguish between an
agent’s perspective and what really happened. Importantly, this happened only when
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the agent’s deceptively motivated statement was true. When the agent’s deceptively
motivated statementwas false, the possibility of distinguishing appearance from reality
did not lower lie attributions, which remained at ceiling.

In this experiment, the options distinguishing appearance from reality were formu-
lated based on participants’ own open-ended explanations of their reasoning in earlier
experiments. Based on those explanations, we asked participants to choose between
answering that an agent “thinks she lied and actually did lie” or “thinks she lied but
actually did not lie.” But this is not the only way to contrast appearance and reality.
Researchers have previously tested lie attributions when the options were that the
agent “tried to tell a lie but failed to tell a lie” or “tried to tell a lie and succeeded in
telling a lie”; researchers have also tested lie attributions when the options were “he
tried to lie and actually did lie” or “he tried to lie but only thinks he lied” (Turri and
Turri 2015, Experiments 2–3). In each case, the results were substantially similar to
the present results: when evaluating a deceptively motivated true statement and given
the option to distinguish appearance from reality, the vast majority of participants did
not attribute a lie.

5 Experiment 4

In Experiments 1 and 2, participants rated lie attributions, either very quickly or slowly,
based on information given in the scenario. In this experiment, we told participants
that an agent was “replying,” “not lying,” or “lying” as part of the scenario, and then
we investigated what they would infer about the statement’s truth-value. To accom-
plish this, we asked participants to rate their agreement with the content of the agent’s
statement. Participants also rated lie attributions. If a statement’s truth-value is con-
ceptually related to whether it counts as a lie, then we would expect two results. First,
participants who were told that the agent lied will infer that the statement’s content is
false. Second, participants’ own lie attributions will be strongly negatively correlated
with their evaluations of the statement’s truth value.

5.1 Method

5.1.1 Participants

One hundred twenty-three participants (aged 20–65, mean age�35 years, SD�11;
56 female; 93% reporting English as a native language) were tested and compensated
$.50 for approximately 2 min of their time.

5.1.2 Materials and procedure

Participants were randomly assigned to one of three conditions (reply, no lie, lie) in a
between-subjects design. Each participant read a brief scenario and responded to two
test statements. The basic scenario was the same as the “coffee break” scenario used
in earlier studies. The conditions differed in how the agent’s speech act was described:
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Fig. 4 Experiment 4. Mean
response to the truth evaluation
and lie attribution in the three
conditions. Scales ran 1
(strongly disagree)—7 (strongly
agree). Error bars represent
bootstrapped 95% confidence
intervals

she was described as “replying,” “not lying,” or “lying” in response to a question. Here
is the text for the scenarios:

Samantha’s co-worker Allen recently started taking an extra coffee break on
some mornings, down in the cafe in the lobby. On other mornings, Allen meets
with clients in the board room. This morning the boss visits Samantha’s unit and
asks, “Where is Allen?” Samantha is [replying/not lying/lying] to the boss when
she says, “Allen is in the board room meeting a client.”

After reading the scenario, participants rated their agreement with two test statements:

1. Allen is in the board room (truth evaluation).
2. Samantha was lying about Allen’s location (lie attribution).

Responses were collected on a standard 7-point Likert scale, 1 (strongly disagree)—7
(strongly agree), left-to-right on the participant’s screen. The truth evaluation appeared
immediately under the story. Participants then went to a new screen and responded to
the lie attribution; the story did not appear on this screen and participants could not
return to the previous screen.

5.2 Results

Analyses of variance revealed a very large effect of condition (reply, no lie, lie) on
response to the truth evaluation, F(2, 120)�77.30, p < .001, ηp2 � .563, and the lie
attribution, F(2, 120)�64.28, p < .001, ηp2 � .517 (See Fig. 4 and Table 3). Response
to both dependentmeasures in the reply and no-lie conditionswas substantially similar,
whereas responses in the lie condition differed from the other two conditions on
both measures. Overall, responses to the truth evaluation and lie attribution were
very strongly negatively correlated, r�− .875, n�123, p < .001, indicating that to
the extent that participants judged that the agent lied, they inferred that the agent’s
statement was false.
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Table 3 Experiment 4. Descriptive statistics for response to the two test statements in the three conditions

Measure Reply (N�41) No lie (N�40) Lie (N�42)

Mo Md M SD Mo Md M SD Mo Md M SD

Truth-value 6 6 5.39 1.34 7 6 5.90 1.41 1 2 2.29 1.54

Lied 2 3 2.83 1.43 2 2 2.25 1.24 7 6 5.69 1.72

5.3 Discussion

Describing an agent as “lying” led people to strongly conclude that the statement’s
content was false, and people’s own judgments about whether the speaker lied were
strongly negatively correlated with their own assessment of whether the statement
was true. These findings provide further evidence that a statement’s truth value is
conceptually related to whether it counts as a lie.

6 Experiment 5

In Experiments 1–4, we asked participants to rate lie attributions or manipulated
whether we told them that a statement was a lie. It is a theoretical possibility that,
somehow, the results were due to our bringing up “lying,” one way or another. In
this experiment, we asked participants to perform a very different task: if they had
to describe an agent’s deceptively motivated statement in just one word, what word
would it be?Wemanipulated whether the agent’s statement was true or false. People’s
performance on this spontaneous description task cannot be due our bringing up “ly-
ing.” If a statement’s truth-value is conceptually related to whether it counts as a lie,
then we would expect people to spontaneously describe the statement as a lie more
frequently when it is false.

6.1 Method

6.1.1 Participants

One hundred three participants (aged 19–69, mean age�34 years, SD�10.3; 50
female; 98% reporting English as a native language) were tested and compensated
$.50 for 1–2 min of their time.

6.1.2 Materials and procedure

Participants were randomly assigned to one of two conditions (false, true) in a
between-subjects design. Each participant read a brief scenario and completed a simple
descriptive task. The basic scenario was the same as the “coffee break” scenario used
in Experiments 1 and 2. The conditions differed in whether the agent in the scenario
said something false or true:
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Table 4 Experiment 5. Logistic regression predicting lie attribution

B SE Wald df p Odds ratio Odds ratio 95% CI

LLCI ULCI

Condition 1.72 .45 14.58 1 < .001 5.59 2.31 13.53

Constant −1.41 .35 16.01 < .001 .24

χ2(1, n�103)�16.28, p < .001. Reference class for Condition: true

Samantha’s co-worker Allen recently started taking an extra coffee break in
the morning. One morning the boss visits Samantha’s unit and asks, “Where is
Allen?” Samantha thinks that Allen is taking an extra coffee break, so she says,
“He’s meeting a client.” In fact, Allen is [out on a coffee break/meeting a client].
So what Samantha said was [false/true].

Participants were then instructed,

If you had to describe Samantha’s statement in just one word, what word would
you use? Please enter it in the text box below. (Remember: just one word.)

Responses were entered in a text box immediately below the instructions.

6.2 Results

We coded responses as a lie attribution if and only if they used “lie” or a cognate,
including “lied,” “lying,” and “liar,” or anobviousmisspellingof such aword, including
“lier” and “lyer.” Binary logistic regression revealed a significant association between
assignment to condition and lie attributions: 20% of participants attributed a lie in the
true condition compared to 58% in the false condition (See Table 1). Changing the
agent’s statement from true to false increased the odds of a lie attribution by a factor
of 5.59 (Table 4).

6.3 Discussion

The results from a spontaneous description task provide further evidence that a state-
ment’s truth-value is conceptually related to whether it counts as a lie. Changing an
agent’s deceptively motivated statement from true to false significantly increased the
odds (by a factor of 5.59) that participants would spontaneously describe the statement
as a lie.

7 General discussion

The results from five experiments advance knowledge of lie attributions in ordinary
social cognition. We found that a statement’s truth-value affects how quickly peo-
ple judge whether it is a lie (Experiment 1), people are more likely to categorize
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false statements as lies (Experiments 1–3), people spontaneously cite truth-value and
perspective-taking when justifying their answers about lying (Experiments 2–3), peo-
ple tend to not categorize deceptively motivated true statements as lies (Experiment
3), people infer that a liar’s statement is false (Experiment 4), and people are more
likely to spontaneously categorize false statements as lies (Experiment 5).

Does the evidence to date support the hypothesis that there is a conceptual connec-
tion between lying and saying something false?We think that it clearly does, especially
if the ordinary concept of lying is a prototype concept, as several researchers have pre-
viously argued (Coleman and Kay 1981; Cole 1996; Hardin 2010; Strichartz and
Burton 1990). On a prototype account, the concept of lying summarizes the central
tendency of lies (Wittgenstein 1953; Rosch and Mervis 1975). The central tendency
consists of a cluster of properties that a prototypical lie has, none of which is strictly
necessary for a lie.

Consider the hypothesis that falsity is essential to the ordinary concept of lying
because the prototypical lie is false. Prototype concepts have several features that sup-
port this hypothesis. First, people are more likely to categorize typical instances as
a category member (Hampton 1995). This would explain the findings from several
studies where people are more likely to categorize false statements as lies. Second,
people categorize typical category members faster than atypical ones (Rosch 1975).
This would explain our finding that people are faster to judge whether false statements
are lies. Third, people tend to learn typical category members prior to learning atypical
ones (Mervis and Pani 1980; Mervis et al. 1975). This would explain the developmen-
tal finding that from ages 4 to 7, children base their lie attributions almost exclusively
on a statement’s truth-value, and that the influence of truth-value continues through
adulthood (Strichartz and Burton 1990). When combined with the finding that chil-
dren tend to assume that others know what they themselves know (Birch and Bloom
2003; Birch and Bloom 2007), this supports the hypothesis that the prototypical lie is
asserting something you know is false (see Turri 2016, ch. 2; Benton 2019). Fourth,
typicality affects how strongly people draw conclusions from information (Rips 1975;
Osherson et al. 1990). This could explain our finding that when informed that a state-
ment is a lie, people strongly infer that it is false (see also Turri and Turri 2016,
Experiment 4). It could also explain our finding that people are more likely to spon-
taneously describe false statements as lies, given the plausible assumption that their
“best” description expressed the inference they felt most confident in. Finally, because
prototypical features are not necessary for category membership, a prototype theory
of lying is consistent with the finding that people sometimes classify true statements
as lies.

A bolder interpretation of the evidence to date is that lying requires saying some-
thing false, but this is sometimes obscured by factors interfering with people’s lie
attributions. For example, in one recent study, the vast majority of participants judged
a dishonestly motivated true statement to be a lie (Turri and Turri 2015, Experiment
1). Surely this suggests that the—or, at least, an—ordinary concept of lying does not
require falsity. Nevertheless, researchers observed that this might have been due to
confounds interfering with people’s responses. For example, when forced to agree or
disagree with the claim that a dishonest speaker “lied,” people might agree in order
to acknowledge the speaker’s perspective or avoid suggesting that they condone his
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deceptive intent. (On the related phenomena of “blame validation” and “excuse vali-
dation, see Alicke 1992 and Turri and Blouw 2015). In a follow-up study, researchers
tried to avoid these potential confounds by asking people to select between the two
options, “He tried to lie and actually did lie” and “He tried to lie but only thinks he
lied,” whichmatch one another in attributing deceptive intent but differ in whether a lie
occurred. Very few participants attributed a lie in this context, thus completely revers-
ing the pattern of attribution. Moreover, in the present studies, when participants were
given an opportunity to explain their answers, some participants’ explanations sug-
gested that perspective-taking and other factors could have artificially inflated the rate
of lie attribution for deceptivelymotivated true statements. Following our participants’
lead, we tested different response options that inhibited perspective-taking and found
that this greatly reduced the rate of lie attribution and, indeed, led the vast majority
of participants to deny that the agent lied (Experiment 3). Perhaps perspective-taking,
blame validation, excuse validation or other mechanisms can fully explain why people
sometimes count true statements as lies.

The inverse of the previous interpretation is also bold: a statement’s truth value is
irrelevant to whether it is a lie, but this is sometimes obscured by factors interfering
with people’s lie attributions. For example, researchers have argued that people base
their lie attributions on truth-value only because of task demand connected to the way
lie attributionswere collected (Wiegmann et al. 2016). According to this line of reason-
ing, participants in some earlier studies were pressured into “unnaturally” attending to
truth-value because they were asked about the statement’s truth-value in the same con-
text that they were asked whether the agent lied, or because of “complex” “two-part”
probes. The “complex” probes involved asking participants to choose between “He
tried to lie but only thinks he lied” and “He tried to lie and actually did lie.” However,
the present findings rule out this concern because some participants spontaneously
cited truth-value or drew an appearance/reality distinction to justify their judgments
about lying, similar to the feedback received by other researchers (Strichartz and Bur-
ton 1990). Moreover, it is very unlikely that task demand can explain all the ways that
truth-value affects lie attributions. For example, we see no straightforward way for
such factors to explain why truth-value affects reaction-times for lie attributions, why
people strongly infer that the content of a lie is false, why a statement’s truth-value
strongly affects whether people spontaneously describe it as a lie, or why truth-value
figures centrally in the early development of the concept of lying.

Another possible interpretation of existing findings involves positing multiple ordi-
nary lying concepts. On this approach, one lying concept requires making a false
statement, whereas another one does not. For instance, suppose that one concept
requires objective falsity whereas another requires only a deceptively motivated state-
ment.Depending on the situation, people couldflexibly choose to apply one or the other
concept when judging whether someone “lied.” This pluralist hypothesis receives sup-
port from the fact that in some studies switching a statement from false to true pushes
lie attributions from ceiling to floor, whereas in other studies the vast majority of par-
ticipants judge a deceptively motivated true statement to be a lie. The hypothesis that
participants choose to competently apply one concept or the other is arguably simpler
or more charitable than the hypothesis that their judgments are seriously distorted in
one situation or the other. A potential concern about positing multiple ordinary con-
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cepts is that it is difficult to strongly differentiate this possibility from the prototype
theory, which would allow people to relax one or another of the prototypical features
while still competently applying the concept. Of course, this concern does not call
into question the theoretical coherence distinguishing multiple concepts from a flexi-
ble prototype, but rather highlights the challenge of designing studies that empirically
discriminate between the two accounts.

An important limitation of the present research is that it was limited to anglophone
residents of the United States. And while some findings on lie attributions have been
replicated cross-culturally (Coleman and Kay 1981; Cole 1996; Hardin 2010), other
research shows cross-cultural differences in how people judge lies (e.g. Fu et al. 2001,
2007). Accordingly, the conclusions we have drawn here should be understood to per-
tain specifically to the ordinary lying concept, or concepts, of American anglophones.
Generalizing beyond that to lying concepts in other cultures or languages—or, more
ambitiously, to features of a potential species-typical lying concept—will require fur-
ther research. Similarly, our results do not speak to potential effects due to cultural
variability, such as those associated with geographical region or socioeconomic status,
among American anglophones.
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